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As a part of the Global Country Studies and Report program, GTU celebrates the National Days 

of the countries, which are being studied. On 1st March 2013, GTU celebrated the National 

Days of Mauritius and Bangladesh.  It was the seventh National Day celebration of GCSR 

countries organized by the Post-graduate Research Centre of Global Business Studies at GTU.   

 

The dignitaries on the dais were 

(from left) Mr. Sunil Modi 

(Member - Board of Advisor, 

GCSR); Dr. Akshai Aggarwal, 

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, GTU; Dr. 

Vasu Appanna Dean, Faculty of 

Science, Laurentian University, 

Canada; and Dr. S. O. Junare, 

Director, Shri Jairambhai Patel 

Institute of Business and 

Management, Gandhinagar. 

Professor  

 

All the dignitaries on the dais and Prof. Omri, Faculty of Biochemestry and Pharmacology, 

Laurentian University, Canada graced the National Day Celebration. The program began with 

felicitation of Guests and lamp lighting by all dignitaries.        

 



 

 

   

Shri Jairambhai Patel Institute of Business and Management, Gandhinagar (MBA Department), 

and Sal Institute of Management, Ahmedabad participated with 90 students along with faculty 

members. GTU is proud to have 137 International Students from 20 different countries who are 

studying across Gujarat. The students of Bangladesh, who are studying under different 

programs of Gujarat Technological University, were invited to celebrate their National day in 

India. 30 students of Bangladesh were present. 

 

As a part of National Day Celebration, there was a recitation of National Anthems of India, 

Mauritius and Bangladesh respectively. Students from Bangladesh were extremely happy as 

they got the platform of celebrating National Days of their country in India along with other 

people.   

Dr Vasu Appanna, Dean, Faculty of Science, Laurentian 

University, Canada, congratulated GTU for having this 

unique and innovative activity of National Day Celebration. 

He added about Mauritius that it is a multicultural country. 

He also informed that in addition of an English and French 

language, many Indian languages like Hindi, Bhojpuri, Urdu, 

Tamil, and Telugu etc. are spoken by Mauritius people. He 

also told that the community of Mauritius is a kind of a 

globalized society, because there are many people from all 

over the globe. He also said that Laurentian university is the 

place where students can have value added product for their degree. 



 

 

Dr. Akshai Aggarwal, Honorable Vice Chancellor, GTU 

discussed about various activities like UDISHA Club, 

Skill Councils for Marketing, Finance and Human 

Resource, the Foundation program etc. He also 

added that the MBA program has to lead the 

students to a study of the globalized world. GCSR will 

give an opportunity to students for learning about 

Gujarat, India and rest of the world. He also 

explained the importance of GCSR for students as 

well as faculties. He said that the two years have to be used by the students to transform 

themselves so that when they graduate out, they should be able to serve the businesses and 

industries with distinction. 

Dr. S.O.Junare, Director, Shri Jairambhai Patel Institute of 

Business Management, Gandhinagar appreciated that GTU 

established many PG Research centers in various educational 

areas to enhance and develop education among the students. 

GTU has also done 20 MOU with various universities across 

the globe to provide knowledge about students and education 

of various countries. He also told that the practical module 

which is there in the curriculum of an MBA program of GTU 

provides real knowledge of that subject.  

 “Change your thoughts and thoughts will change your 

world” was the message from Mr. Sunil Modi. He praised the 

concept of Global Country Study Report (GCSR) and vision of 

Hon’ble vice chancellor to promote academic activities for 

various programs. He emphasized the importance of GCSR 

and discussed why it was introduced in the MBA Program. He 

also informed the students that they will get benefit of this 

GCSR in future after 10 years. “Getting Continuous Safe 

Return” was the new Mantra given by him to the students.  

 

The students of Bangladesh expressed their gratitude towards 

GTU for inviting them in National Day Celebration. They 

presented documentary on the freedom of Bangladesh. The 

students of Bangladesh performed different cultural programs. 



 

 

   

 

The students of Shri Jairambhai Patel Institute of 

Management, Gandhinagar also performed beautiful 

traditional dance of Bangladesh.  

 

The performance was appreciated by students of   

Bangladesh and other guests.  

 

 In the Technical session, the students from two institutes gave presentation on the political, 

economic, social, and cultural environment of the respective countries of study.    

The students from Sal Institute of Management presented the current trade relation of India with 

Mauritius as well as the companies dealing with the countries. They highlighted some industries 

where there is a good scope of business relations from India and Gujarat. They gave presentations 

on various segments like Demographics, political and social customs of Mauritius. The students 

also presented posters of cultural symbols of Mauritius which depicted their creativity. 

 

 

The students of Sal Institute of Management, Ahmedabad 

performed beautiful traditional dances of India and 

Mauritius to show the cultural difference between the two 



 

 

countries.  Lastly, they integrated different cultures of both the countries -Integration of 

Culture. 

                                                                                            

The students of Sal Institute of 

Management, Ahmedabad performed 

Fashion Show, on the theme of Wedding. 

They showed different customs of different 

religions like Hindu, Muslim & Christian.    

 

The students from Shri Jairambhai Patel Institute of Management, Gandhinagar presented the 

current trade relation of India with Bangladesh as well as the companies dealing with the 

countries. They highlighted some industries where there is a good scope of business relations 

from India and Gujarat.   

They have shown documentary of 

Bangladesh, ‘Bangladesh by 2030’. They gave 

presentations on various segments like 

Demographics, political and social customs of 

Bangladesh which they are studying in their 

Global Country Study Report. 

All the students from both the institute and Bangladeshi Students who performed cultural programs 

were given token of appreciation by Mr. Sunil Modi, Dr. Viral Bhatt and Mr. Rashesh Patel. The 

concluding remarks and vote of thanks were given by Mr. Keyur Darji. 

 

   

The participants were highly motivated after this magnificent event. They were delighted with the 

interaction with students of Bangladesh. They gave very encouraging feedback and assured that this 

celebration will definitely enhance the quality of productivity of GCSR.    



 

 

Memorable Moments… 
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